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3 Things You Should Know
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Primary Shopping Mode – Overall Trend

Online Shopping – Trend by Category

Change in Purchasing Methods

In-Stock/Out-of-Stock Items

Importance and Meaning of Shopping Local

One thing from pre-pandemic  
that people think will NOT continue

Demographic Profile

One thing that people hope  
will stick around post-pandemic 

In-Store Behaviour Trends

Benefits of In-Store Shopping

In-Store Health and Safety Measures

Contactless Payments

Change in Payment Methods

Checkout Methods

Retailer App Features

Shopping Local: Motivators and Barriers

Post-Pandemic In-Person Shopping Channels

Online shopping is here to stay, but 
shopping in physical retail locations  
will return.

•     88% of UK consumers did at least half 
their shopping in person prior to the 
pandemic. That number dropped below 
50% during lockdown, but is poised  
to return to around 75% post-pandemic

•     Demand for hybrid fulfillment options  
like local pickup and delivery is increasing

•     Consumers are doing their research 
before visiting a physical store - with 47% 
planning to check inventory availability  
in advance

The elevated level of online shopping is likely to continue post-pandemic across all categories, 
although many expect to scale back their current level of online shopping. The pre/post gap 
is largest in the categories of toys, homeware and small appliances, art/craft/hobby supplies, 
automotive parts, health and wellness, luxury items, outdoor and garden products, beauty  
and personal care, pet care, groceries, and alcoholic beverages. 

Most shoppers switched to buying non-grocery items online as a result of the 
pandemic. The share of consumers shopping buying online may double post-
pandemic vs. pre-pandemic. 

Omnichannel shopping behaviour will continue post-pandemic – the share of shoppers buying 
online for a pick-up or delivery will increase compared to pre-pandemic. During the pandemic, 
there are fewer ways people are willing to conduct transactions. 

Most shoppers would like to have an option of an out-of-stock item being shipped to their home  
or available for a pick-up at a shop. Shipping to home is of higher importance of the two. 
Maintaining accurate online inventory is important for shops to provide customers with a positive 
shopping experience – post-pandemic, nearly half of shoppers (47%) will often or always check  
in-stock information online before heading to a physical shop. 

Two-thirds of shoppers say buying local is important to them, and half expect to shop locally  
more post-pandemic than pre-pandemic. For over half of shoppers, “shopping local” means 
proximity – the shop is either within their area or within walking distance.  
One-third consider “shopping local” when they buy from a small or an independent shop. 

When asked what element of pre-pandemic shopping will NOT continue after the pandemic,  
“cash payments” was the most common response. Other mentions: crowded shops,  
browsing in-store.  

Shoppers hope to see many aspects of current in-store safety practices continue in the future 
once the pandemic is over. Social distancing/less crowded stores, increased use of contactless 
payments, use of hand sanitizers, maintaining overall store cleanliness, wearing masks are some  
of the common themes. 

While shopping patterns have been significantly affected by the pandemic, most shoppers  
expect to return to pre-pandemic behaviours when things are “back to normal.” Yet, there is likely  
to be a shift compared to pre-pandemic – shoppers are less likely to engage in typical in-store 
behaviours such as browsing in-store, product touching, etc. The proportion of shoppers  
ordering a product for delivery is likely to increase by more than half (from 25% to 40%). 

The ability to see products up close and interact with them is the key benefit consumers  
look for in the in-person experience. Many enjoy visiting shops to pick up new ideas or trends  
and appreciate the social aspect of shopping – an opportunity to spend time with family  
or friends. While these benefits of in-person shopping are most appealing to consumers,  
these very behaviours are likely to decline post-pandemic according to consumers (see In-Store 
Behaviour Trends). Most shoppers would like physical shops to have access to customers’ online 
purchase history. 

For most shoppers, it’s important that shops continue practicing safety measures, even  
post-pandemic. Hand sanitizing at the entrance and contactless checkout are the top desired 
measures. Nearly two-thirds of shoppers would like to see the requirement of social distancing 
and wearing masks.

Overall, the ability to make contactless payments is important to most (70%) consumers. 
Furthermore, two-thirds say that a completely hands-free checkout will be more important  
to them in the future compared to pre-pandemic. 

Debit cards and cash were the two most commonly used payment methods before the pandemic.
Shoppers expect to increase the use of cashless methods of payment post-pandemic compared  
to pre-pandemic, particularly debit cards. The use of cash will decline, according to shoppers. 

Self-checkout and payment at a counter are the top-two preferred methods of making  
a purchase in-store, with a nearly equal share of consumers selecting each option.  
Post-pandemic, almost two-thirds of shoppers are likely to make a purchase through  
self-checkout without ever interacting with store staff. QR codes are less commonly used. 

Store locations, opening hours and distance are the most important features to shoppers in a 
retailer finder app. Product stock and product categories are other relatively important features. 

Convenience/proximity and supporting local business owners and the economy at large  
are the main motivators for shopping local. Competitive pricing is important to shoppers –  
price is most likely to discourage shoppers from buying local.

Superstores and small independent shops are the most common shopping venues consumers 
expect to shop at in-person post-pandemic. 

Primary Shopping Mode 
– Before, During and After the Pandemic

Use of Purchasing Methods  
– Before, During and After the Pandemic

Importance of Access to Out-of-Stock Items

After the pandemic do you expect to shop locally…

Importance of Shopping Local and Change  
in Shopping Habits During the Pandemic

Reasons for Shopping Locally

Crowded shops 
for special 
releases

Increased limit for 
contactless card 
transactions

Over-crowded shops; I think there  
will be a limit of how many people  
can enter a shop at a time

Less crowds in store 
as it makes for a more 
pleasant shopping 
experience.

I think most 
things will return 
as before but 
people will use 
cash less.

Providing and must 
use hand sanitizer  
for all shops  
and public places.

I will likely use 
cash less often, 
but I will not stop 
completely.

Social distancing 
and presence of 
sanitizer on shop 
entrances.

Going to shopping 
centres for a 
browse

More 
contactless 
options

Shopping Venues Likely to Visit In-Person After the Pandemic

Barriers to Shopping Locally

Meaning of “Shopping Local”

Post-Pandemic Frequency of Checking In-Store Stock

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q1. As regards shopping for non-grocery items before, during and 
after the pandemic, where would you say you did/are doing/will do 
most of your shopping?

Base: varies by category, excluding those not buying each category
Q4. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, where would you mostly shop for the following items?
Q5. During the COVID-19 pandemic, where do you mostly shop for the following items?
Q6. After the COVID-19 pandemic, where do you intend to mostly shop for the following items?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q10. Consider purchasing behaviour before, during, and after the pandemic.  
Which purchasing methods are you likely to use?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q8. If a product is not in stock at a particular location, how important is your ability to have it….
Q7. Once the pandemic is over, how often do you think you will check whether something is in stock 
before visiting a physical retail location?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q12. How important or unimportant is it to you to buy local?
Q13. Since the start of the pandemic are you more or less likely to buy local?
Q14. As regards shopping locally, after the pandemic do you expect to…
Q11. What does shopping “locally” mean to you?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q15. What are some of your current reasons for deciding to make a purchase from a local business?
Q16. What are some of the current barriers that discourage you from making a purchase from a local business?
Q17. How important or unimportant is a store’s proximity to you when it comes to making a purchase decision?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q18. After the pandemic, how likely  
are you to shop at the following types  
of shop in person?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q25. What is one component of  
pre-pandemic shopping that you think  
will NOT continue after the pandemic?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q26. What is one thing that the pandemic 
changed about in-person shopping that  
you hope sticks around once the pandemic 
is over?  

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q9. Consider your shopping behaviour 
before, during and after the pandemic. 
Which behaviour are you likely to adopt  
at a physical retail location?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q27. After the pandemic, what benefits of in-store shopping are most likely to 
persuade you to shop in person as opposed to online?
Q29. How important is it that a physical shop from which you’ve bought online 
in the past can access your customer and order information in-store?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q31. What health and safety 
measures, if any, will be 
important to you as a retail 
shopper after the pandemic 
when things are “back  
to normal”?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q22. How important to you is the ability to pay contactless?
Q23. How important to you is the ability to pay contactless  
now compared to before the pandemic?
Q24. Compared to pre-pandemic, how important will the ability  
to make a completely hands-free checkout and purchase be  
to you in the future?

Base: those who used  
each method pre-pandemic  
debit card (n=965),  
credit card (n=758),  
mobile wallet (n=416),  
cash (n=978),  
gift card (n=774). 

Those who did not use  
each method pre-pandemic  
credit card (n=245);  
mobile wallet (n=587);  
gift card (n=229)

Q20. Before the pandemic,  
how often did you use the 
following methods of payment?
Q21. After the pandemic,  
do you expect to use the 
following methods of payment 
more or less often than before 
the pandemic?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q28. After the pandemic, where would you prefer to checkout/pay for your 
purchase when shopping in-store?
Q30. If possible, how likely would you be, post-pandemic, to make a purchase 
without ever interacting with a shop staff member?

Base: All respondents (1,003)
Q19. If there were an app that allowed you to search for local retailers,  
what kind of information would you want to see in the app?

Base: All Respondents (n=1003)
Q32. Gender/ Q33. Age/ Q34. Region / Q36. Marital Status/ Q37. HH Income
Q38. Employment status
Q39. How many children under 18 years old live in your household?

The data for non-users  
of Debit cards and Cash  
is not shown due  
to the low base size. 

Entertainment  
(e.g. DVDs, CDs, 
games, etc.)

Automotive parts 
and products

Books

Health  
and wellness

Technology  
(e.g. TVs, computers, 
phones, tablets, 
accessories, etc.)

Luxury items  
(e.g. jewellery,  
high-end 
accessories, etc.)

Toys

Outdoor  
and garden  
products

Sporting goods

Beauty  
and personal care 
(e.g. make-up, 
skincare, grooming, 
etc.)

Homeware  
and small  
appliances

Pet care

Fashion  
(clothing, shoes, 
accessories, etc.)

Groceries

Art, craft  
and hobby supplies

Alcoholic  
Beverages

Home furnishings 
and décor

Buy in-store

Buy online

Buy online,  
pick up in-store

Buy online, local 
delivery directly  
to your home from  
the shop staff

Buy in a shop, 
send to your home 
through the post

Reserve online, try 
on product in-store

Before  
COVID-19

Shipped to 
your home

Available for 
pick-up when 

it arrives  
in store

During  
COVID-19 

(lockdown)

During  
COVID-19  

(no lockdown)

After  
the pandemic  

is over

All/ Mostly in a physical shop

About half in person, half online

All/ Mostly online

About half or mostly online - BEFORE the pandemic

About half or mostly online - DURING the pandemic

About half or mostly online - AFTER the pandemic

Very important

Fairly important

Neither important nor unimportant

Fairly unimportant

Very unimportant

Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

(among those buying each category)

Shopping local is top of mind for 
consumers.  

•     51% of consumers expect to shop  
locally more often post-pandemic  
than they did before

•     Top reasons for shopping local are 
convenience, supporting local business 
owners, and proximity - which 68%  
of consumers indicated is an important 
factor when making a purchase decision

•     Consumers now favour shopping locally 
at a small, independent retailer over 
shopping centres

Post-pandemic shopping habits and 
behaviours are set to change. 

•     Cash is on the decline with demand  
for contactless payment options 
increasing rapidly, something that  
70% of consumers indicated is important 
for them

•     Consumers will return to physical retail 
post-pandemic, but 63% still favour 
health and safety measures like masks/
social distancing in store

•     Behaviours like browsing in-store and 
physical product assessment (touch,  
feel, fit) will rebound post-pandemic

Shopping Behaviour

Shopping Local

Post Pandemic In-Store Experience

Before During After

% Important  
(Very/Fairly)

Shop is within my area

Shop is within walking distance

Importance of shopping local

Likelihood of shopping local since the pandemic started

% Top 2 Box: Important

% Top 2 Box: More Likely Shop is small and/or independently owned

I’m within the shop’s local delivery range

Shop is within my region

Shop is within my country

Very

Much  
more likely

A lot more

A little more

About the same

Fairly

Somewhat 
more likely

Convenience Price

Sense of community Quality

Local delivery/pick-up options

Want to support  
local business owners

Selection

Quality Distance

Selection

Proximity
Slow, expensive 
 or non-existent delivery options

Price Other

Other 

Helping the economy Inconvenience

Customer service None of these

Very likely

Quite likely

Neither likely nor unlikely

Quite unlikely

Very unlikely

% Likely 
(Very/Quite)

Shopping Behaviours at Physical Retail Locations 
– Before, During and After the Pandemic

What In-Store Benefits will Persuade you  
to Shop In-Person vs. Online

Importance of In-Store Health and Safety Measures

Importance of Contactless Payments and Hands-Free Checkout

Pre-Pandemic Usage Frequency

Preferred Checkout Method

Ranking of Local Retailer Finder App Features

Gender Age Household income Children in household

Employment statusRegion Marital status

Likelihood of Making a Purchase without 
Interacting with Store Staff (Post-pandemic)

Post-Pandemic Usage Trend – Users 
(among those who used each method pre-pandemic)

Post-Pandemic Usage Trend – Non-Users
(among those who did not use each method pre-pandemic)

Importance of Access to Online 
Customer and Order Information In-Store

Browsing in-store

Physical interaction with  
a product (try it on, taste it, etc.)

Entering a shop to 
buy a specific item

Browsing shops  
for new ideas and trends

Picking up an order

Personal customer service

Engaging with  
store community

Physical product 
assessment  
(touch, feel, fit)

Social aspect – shopping  
with friends, family members

Social shopping  
with friends

Engagement with shop 
owners, staff and other 
shoppers

In-store events

Window shopping

Efficient purchasing 
experience (e.g. not waiting 
in a checkout line)

Ordering a product 
for delivery

Store events

Other

Booking a time slot 
to shop

Before During
∆

during
-before

∆
after

-before
After

-55

-26

-43

-29

+3

-28

+26

-11

-9

+9

-13

-4

-9

-6

+5

-4

+15

=

=

+4

Very important

Fairly important

Neither important, not unimportant

Not important

24 %

40 %

29 %

5 %

64 %
Indicate that it is 

important for  
physical shops to  
have the ability to  

access online customer 
and order information

89 %
At least one of the listed 

safety measures

63 %
Mask and/or social 

distancing

Hand 
sanitisation  
at entrance

Contactless 
checkout

Social/physical 
distancing 

requirements 
(e.g. spaced-out 
checkout lines)

Fewer shoppers 
allowed in-store

Mask 
requirement

More outdoor 
experiences

Inability 
to touch 

merchandise

None of these

47 %
Always/Often

NET

Very important

Fairly important

Neither important, nor unimportant

Fairly unimportant

Very unimportant

A few times a week

1 to 4 times a month

Less ofthen than monthly

Never

Rank 1st

Rank 2nd/3rd

Rank 1st

Rank 2nd/3rd

Very

Farily

More

About the same

Less/Will not use

More

Much more important

No change

Much less important

Somewhat more important

Somewhat less important

Overall Importance  
of Contactless Payments

Importance of Contactless 
Now vs. Pre-Pandemic

Importance of Hands-Free 
Checkout in the Future

% of users  
pre-pandemic

More 
- Less

96 %

76 %

41 %

98 %

77 %

+24

+2

+21

-35

-23

Debit 
Card

Self-checkout

Store locations

Product stock info

Store reviews/rating

Opening hours

Product categories

Made locally

Interactive map

Distance

Search

Shipping info

Filtering

Self-checkout

QR code Checkout

Credit Card

Credit 
Card

Counter 
(assisted by a cashier)

Mobile 
Wallet

Shop floor

Mobile Wallet

Cash

Outside

Gift Card

Gift Card

84 %
England (NET)

34 %

Study 
Shopify commissioned a study with Angus Reid Group to gather 
responses from UK consumers to understand the changing 
landscape of retail shopping in the UK as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Specifically, the survey was designed to understand: 

•    Omnichannel buying behaviour and channel shifting  

•    Shopping local: importance, motivators and barriers

•    Preference on methods of payments

•    Post-pandemic expectations on in-store experiences

Sample and field dates 
These are the findings of a Shopify survey conducted from February 
19 to 25, 2021 with a sample of 1,003 UK shoppers aged 18 or older 
who have a primary or shared responsibility for buying non-grocery 
items for the household and shopped, either in person or online,  
for non-grocery items in the past 6 months. All respondents  
are members of online panels that are partners of the Angus Reid 
Forum network. The sample frame was balanced on age, gender  
and region to be representative of the UK population. 

For comparison purposes only, a probability sample of this size 
would yield a margin of error of +/- 3.1%, 19 times of out 20. All 
sample surveys and polls may be subject to other sources of error, 
including, but not limited to coverage error, and measurement error. 

Methodology

45 %
of shoppers 

expect  
to use at least 

one of the  
three cashless  

methods  
of payment 

(debit, credit  
or mobile wallet) 

more post-
pandemic

12 %

61 %

46 %

25 %

23 %

14 %

22 %

33 %

65 %

25 %
32 %

42 %

75 %

44 %

69 %

42 %

66 %

42 %

62 %

40 %

58 %

39 %

56 %

36 %

56 %

25 %

55 %

21 %

51 %

+ 14

+ 27

+ 18

+ 26

+ 20

+ 37

+ 24

+ 31

+ 26

+ 26

+ 24

+ 25

+ 29

+ 25

+ 27

+ 25

+ 28

+ 4

+ 13

+ 7

+ 11

+ 5

+ 12

+11

+11

+ 7

+ 13

+ 11

+ 14

+ 7

+ 15

+ 12

+ 14

+ 7

89 %

71 %

87 %

68 %

86 %

79 %

86 %

71 %

84 %

65 %

80 %

61 %

85 %

50 %

82 %

46 %

79 %

79 %

57 %

76 %

53 %

71 %

54 %

73 %

51 %

65 %

52 %

67 %

50 %

63 %

40 %

67 %

35 %

58 %

73 %

Net  
Online  
64 %

Net  
Online  
86 %

Net  
Online  
74 %

65 %26 %

48 % 57 %68 %

34 % 38 %27 %

21 % 26 %27 %

15 % 16 %11 %

14 % 14 %6 %

34 %
16 %

31 %

33 %

16 %

21 %

39 %

45 %

21 %
24 %

4 % 6 %

2 % 3 %

4 %

72 % 67 %

59 %21 %

26 %

20 %

31 %

44 %

47 %

36 %

52 %

34 %

26 %

14 %

3 %

51 %
more

68 %
Indicate that 

store proximity 
is an important 

factor when 
making a 
purchase 
decision

64 % 58 %

52 % 35 %

47 % 29 %

41 % 16 %

33 % 16 %

31 % 15%

29 % 3 %

29 % 15 %

23 %

13 %

2 %

17 %

34 %

29 %

10 %

10 %

39 %

33 %
25 % 25 % 20 %

13 %

72 % 58 %71 % 45 %62 %

38 %

26 %

10 %
17 %

31 %

32 %

5 % 7 %

38 %

21 %

5 %

36 %

22 %

11 %
6 %

46 %

23 %

4 %
2 % 2 %

Superstore Small 
independent 

retailer

Shopping 
centre

Outdoor 
market

Indoor 
market

6 %

69 %

58 %

58 %

46 %

34 %

28 %

15 %

3 %

53 %

40 %

32 %

27 %

13 %

41 %

34 %

25 %

16 %

14 %

32 %

37 %

4 %

10 %

4 %

4 %

12 %

51 %

15 %

56 %

54 %

39 %

15 %

44 %

28 %

13 %

35 %

10 %

40 %

63 %
57 %

49 % 46 %
40 %

18 %
12 % 11 %

39 % 40 %

30 %

33 %

34 %

2 %1 %

27 %

32 %

31 %

21 %

4 %
5 %

1 % 1 %

49 % 31 % 2 %

19 % 6 %

36 % 3 %

9 %

6 %

25 %

10 %

44 %

3 %

32 % 62 %

64 %

48 %

47 %

64 %

30 %

17 %

39 %

15 %

14 % 7 %

17 %

15 %

44 %

29 %

21 %

15 %

14 %

59 %

4 %

24 %

59 %

2 %

23 %

45 % 32 %

15 % 24 %

31 %

42 %

9 %

4 %

34 %

32 %

49 %

17 %

% Top 3 % Top 2 Box: Likely

79 % 63 %

74 % 39 %

58 %

21 %

% Top 3

47 %

45 %

40 %

36 %

31 %

20 %

18 %

18 %

16 %

11 %

10 %

17 %

8 %

12 %

8 %

13 %

6 %

12 %

5 %

11 %

4 % 7 %

11 %

12 %

10 %

12 %

20 %

4 % 6 %

30 %

33 %

27 %

24 %

9 %

48 %
Male

52 %
Female

29 %
43 %

19 %

29 %

47 %14 %

13 %

12 %

9 %

8 %

8 %

8 %

8 %

4 %

8 %

5 %

3 %

52 %

42 %

14 % 33 %

20 %

5 % 7 %

3 %

3 % 3 %

5 %

8 % 2 %

1 % 2 %

1 %

Employed full-time

Employed part-time

Seeking opportunities

Student

Other

Prefer not to say

South East

London

North West

East of England

West Midlands

South West

Yorkshire & the Humber

East Midlands

North East

Scotland

Wales

Northern Ireland

Married/ partnership

Single/never married

Divorced

Widowed

Separated

Other

Prefer not say

Less than £25,000

£25,000 - £49,999

£50,000 - £99,999

£100,000 - £199,999

Prefer not to say

Pop-up 
shop

63 %
More Important

NET

67 %
More Important

NET

70 %
Very/Fairly  

Important NET

68 %

62 %

18-24 25-39 40-64 65+

One or more children 
in household


